Palladium Fantasy RPG® 2E Paper Miniatures

Vol. 2: Monster Races

Included in this set are twenty-eight paper miniatures, representing the five primary monster races presented in the Palladium Fantasy RPG® Second Edition main book (Goblins, Hobgoblins, Orcs, Ogres and Trolls). Miniatures are presented in two formats, with and without outlines, as well as a variety of bases, allowing multiple options for assembly.

Suggested tools for assembly: a cutting board, a good hobby knife, and a glue stick or other form of adhesive.
Coming Soon: Wolfen! Elves! Dwarves! Civilians & Royalty! Undead!

Enjoy this sample Coyle Miniature! --->
Enjoy this sample Coyte Miniature!

Coming Soon: Wolfed, Elves, Dwarves, Civilians & Royalty! Undead!